
COP4020 Homework 4 (due date: October 28, 2002)

1. With a Web browser, download the scanner written in Scheme from the COP4020 Web
site: http://www.cs.fsu.edu/~engelen/courses/COP4020/scanner.scm (go to this site
and save the file as “scanner.scm”).

This program is a simple tokenizer and provides a get-token function. A global variable
token holds the current token. Tokens are scanned from the input to the console. For
example, start Scheme and type:

1 ]=> (load "scanner")
1 ]=> (get-token)
hello
; Value: end-of-line
1 ]=> token
; Value: "hello"

A call to (get-token) returns the previous token which is an end of line when the scanner
starts for the first time. The function advances to the next token on the input which is the
word hello that you just typed. Evaluating the token global variable returns the current
token that was scanned from the input, i.e. hello. Depending on the input, the values of
token are defined in the table below:

Input token type token value(s)
+ atom ’plus
- atom ’minus

atom ’asterisk
/ atom ’slash
( atom ’left-paren
) atom ’right-paren
end of line atom ’end-of-line
eof eof object
[0-9]+ number numeric value of input characters
[a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9]* string string value of alphanumeric name
anything else atom ’invalid-token

Write a Scheme function that recursively prints every other word of an end-of-line terminated
sentence typed from the console, i.e. the function prints the first word, then the third, then
the fifth, etc. Hint: pass an argument to the function that is the word index to this function
and test the word index with odd?. The recursive call passes the incremented word index.

Example input: Write a Scheme function that recursively prints every other word
of the end-of-line terminated sentence typed from the console

Output: Write Scheme that prints other of end of line sentence from console

2. With a Web browser, download the robot.scm Scheme program from the COP4020 site:
http://www.cs.fsu.edu/~engelen/courses/COP4020/robot.scm (go to this site and save
the file as “robot.scm”).
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This program takes a sequence of moves of a robot on the (x,y) plane and reports whether
the robot returned to its origin (0,0) or not. The moves are N, E, S, W, and can be prefixed
with a distance, e.g. 3N which moves the robot 3 steps North which is equivalent to N N N
For example:

1 ]=> (load "robot")
1 ]=> (start)
4S 1W N E 3N
The robot returned to its origin
...
1 ]=> (start)
N N
The robot did not return to its origin

(a) Read and analyze the robot.scm source1. Draw a parse tree for the input 3S W 5E.
Decorate the parse tree with attributes according to the semantic rules in the attribute
grammar defined in robot.scm.

(b) Implement a “Jump to Origin” operation O (oh) that jumps the robot back to the origin
(0,0) from any location. So the sequence of moves 2N W O is a sequence that returns the
robot to the origin. Note that a numeric prefix for O has no effect and may be accepted
by your program.

(c) Implement a “Worm Hole” operation H that jumps the robot from a location (x,y) to a
new location (y,x). So the sequence of moves 2N W H 2E S is a sequence that returns the
robot to its origin. Note that a numeric prefix indicates the number of “Worm Holes”
traveled. So 2H travels back an forth through the hole.

(d) Implement a check that indicates that the robot has crossed its own path. To do this,
you need to keep track of all the locations visited by the robot. Upon a move, a new
location or a couple of new locations are added to the list. To check that the robot is
crossing its own path, you can use the member function to find a location in the list. The
list should be recursively passed to the run function, so each call to run can check the
list. It will add new locations to the list before passing it to the recursive call. Instead
of returning the run.returned Boolean attribute value your run function should return
a new run.crossed Boolean attribute value to indicate that the robot crossed its path.
For example:

1 ]=> (start)
2N W S E
"Robot has crossed its own path"

(e) Yes, you’re right: the location list that you just implemented is a new inherited attribute!
The reason is that inherited attributes are passed down the parse tree and are passed
as arguments to functions in a recursive descent parser. With this knowledge, rewrite
the attribute grammar in robot.scm with the appropriate semantic rules for the list of
locations (you can use Scheme-like functions to write the rules). Name this attribute
that holds a list of locations run.visited.

Submit your homework4.scm file with the Scheme functions to engelen@cs.fsu.edu.
1Note: (define (func arg arg) ...) is identical to (define func (lambda (arg arg) ...
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